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As joint founders and the business minds behind 

ASTRA Group Services, Shareholding Directors 

Anthony Beasley and Trevor Jones bring a wealth 

of experience across a variety of industries to a 

truly eclectic business model. Since its inception in 

2005, ASTRA has developed a strong reputation in 

the marketplace as a results oriented organisation, 

committed to providing innovative, cost effective and 

sustainable solutions.

Renowned for its ability to meet client needs, ASTRA 

remains wholly customer driven, providing a diverse 

range of services and training solutions to ensure 

businesses remain fully compliant, legislatively 

focused and successful for many years to come. 

As Mr. Jones recently told Australian Business 

Executive, “ASTRA provides true business solutions 

through partnering with clients for the purposes of 

risk and crisis management, audit and compliance, 

safety, security and health, training and organisational 

behaviour. Our success is demonstrated through 

innovation and independence of thought, but not 

intrusion. Our best for client approach ensures a 

proven ability to deliver service excellence.”

Making a Difference

The men responsible for founding the company first 
met eleven years ago, whilst attending a management 

conference run by a shared employer. “As part of the 

conference we had to pair up with people that we 

hadn’t met before or didn’t know,” Mr. Beasley says, 

“and complete a series of activities and some sharing 

of ideas and thoughts throughout a week-long 

management leadership development program.” 

After the conference, the two men stayed in touch, 

helping each other to set goals and challenges for 

continued career development.

It wasn’t long before Mr. Jones had recognised an 

opportunity, believing it possible to provide the kinds 

of services both men were engaging others in at the 

same or better level of quality, pricing structure and 

flexibility. After contacting Mr. Beasley, ideas were 
discussed on how best to develop the training side 

ASTRA Group Services head office in Brendale
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of the business. Mr. Beasley explains how things 

developed from there: “[Trevor] rang back about two 

hours later and said, ‘what am I talking about, how 

about you and I do this together?’” After a shared 

holiday with their families, and a few bottles of red 

wine, they decided to start the business. Within two 

months, ASTRA Group Services had been registered.

It is now almost a decade since the company began, 

and within that time there has been significant growth 
in the size and scope of the operation. Mr. Jones 

tells us: “We’ve gone from the concept of two guys 

working together to make a difference, through to 

an organisation which supports the full supply chain 

of health, safety, security and environment, in terms 

of training and risk management expertise. We also 

support leadership development for a broad range 

of clients across a number of industries, both in 

Australia and overseas.”

The wealth of business experience amassed by the 

two men at the helm of ASTRA has clearly helped 

expedite the success the company has been 

building over the last ten years. Prior to the move 

into mining, Mr. Beasley was based in the food 

industry, working for some time as a food chemist. 

After stints in Human Resources and Training and 

Safety had provided further valuable experience, an 

opportunity presented itself for him to enter into the 

mining industry, just as it hit a significant boom in the 
country. 

His introduction to the industry was with Anglo Coal 

Australia, in particular undertaking some important 

work at Anglo’s Callide Mine in Central Queensland. 

“For a long time, mining had been known to be quite 

internalised, with people just moving from mine site 

to mine site, and in those days you often had to know 

someone in the industry to get a leg in,” Mr. Beasley 

says. In that respect it was a breath of fresh air for 

him to be given the opportunity to prove himself in 

an industry he was as yet untested in. From there 

he went on to work with BMA, before moving on to 

the company that has since become Downer EDI 

Mining and from there to the formation of ASTRA. 

“My predominant career focus has been on training 

and people,” he says, “and has extended to include 

risk and safety since working with Trevor.”

In contrast, Mr. Jones has worked for several decades 

within oil, gas and mining. After joining the military 

and completing an engineering apprenticeship, he 

spent nearly twenty years working offshore in the oil 

and gas industry, taking in projects around the world 

in various roles within Engineering Maintenance 

and Construction. Before relocating to Australia, 

he spent three years working with Shell, in a Safety 

Engineering role. His track record once in Australia 

is equally impressive, having worked primarily in the 

major construction project arena, taking on roles at 

some prestigious organisations such as Leighton 

Contractors, Bechtel and Transfield Services, as 
well as some of the major mining houses such as 

Newcrest and BMA Coal.  

Range of Services

The demonstrated experience of the company 

Directors has helped ASTRA embrace work across 

a diverse range of industries. Mr. Beasley’s expertise 

and passion is in training and systems, an area where 

he fosters a unique passion for innovative design and 

implementation. His specialism is the development 

of systems that are welcoming and make sense to 

the end user, as well in terms of integration into the 

wider Safety Management System. 

Members of the Goodline workforce participating in the ‘Ford Crossing’ activity as part of the GOLD Goodline Organisational Leadership 
Developmen program
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Through its work designing fresh training programs, 

such as the BMA Training Tracks initiative for BMA—a 

scheme that has proved highly influential across 
the whole company and its contractors—ASTRA 

has been able to tailor its products to the particular 

sectors within which it is engaged. The company has 

been instrumental in establishing new operations for 

a current trend of explorers making the shift into coal 

mining, such as the Adani Group, a company that is 

already becoming highly regarded in the Queensland 

mining scene. ASTRA designed all the initial safety, 

risk management and training systems for Adani, 

which has recently made the move south from India, 

as well as assisting in the setting up of compliance 

requirements with statutory obligations in Australia. 

Innovation and creativity are clearly significant 
passions for Mr. Beasley, who credits the demands 

for being energetic, engaging and entertaining 

placed on him by his five children for encouraging 
his creative side. “Bringing that type of philosophy 

to dealing with adults, who’ve seen it all before, 

done it all before—they’ve been there, wrote the 

book, got the t-shirt—and now they want to either 

be challenged to learn something new or to get 

through something they should be quite familiar with 

painlessly; that in itself is a big challenge, and takes a 

fair bit of artistic ability to be able get that across the 

line, and it’s something that we pride ourselves on 

being able to do, through the application of games, 

creativity and innovation in our training programs.”

Mr. Beasley provides an example of one of the 

recent success stories for the company in terms of 

its acclaimed training programs. “Most recently, with 

Peabody Energy Australia,” he says, “their Moorvale 

mine operation near Moranbah. Peabody recently 

has gone from being what’s known as a contract 

operations site, where they had a contract mining 

company doing the mining and processing for them; 

they have now taken on that role themselves and 

have directly employed people to do the mining 

and processing for them. So they’re now an owner-

operator.” 

ASTRA was heavily involved in this reorganisation 

and the success of Peabody’s on-boarding program, 

including the training and preparation of the majority 

of the mine workforce. ASTRA delivered inductions 

to all employees, as well as standard operating 

procedure training, fitness for work training, fatigue 
management training, leadership training and the 

majority of the equipment training and assessment 

for their fleet of mobile plant equipment on site. 
“That was close to a 14 month operation for us,” 

Mr. Beasley says, “and sometimes there would have 

been up to twelve of our staff on site in any one week, 

working hand-in-hand with Peabody personnel.”

Another of ASTRA’s top clients is one of Australia’s 

largest privately owned construction firms, Goodline. 
“We’ve enjoyed a long and very successful mutually 

beneficial arrangement with Goodline,” Mr. Beasely 
says, “from John [Kennedy] the owner through his 

senior management team. We’ve worked very closely 

with those guys, to help develop the internal potential 

of their supervisors, superintendents and managers, 

in being able to learn and hone skills in effective 

supervision, such as risk management, incident 

investigation, communication, time management, 

quality of products and how to present information.” 

Anthony presenting the workshop topic of “Managing and 
Preventing the Risk of Workplace Bullying
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The company’s work with John Kennedy and 

Goodline resulted in the establishment of a tailor-

made scheme—the Goodline Organisational 

Leadership Development, or GOLD, program. GOLD 

is an eight-day program, and has been completed 

by a large percentage of leaders, from John himself 

to leading hands about to step-up to a supervisory 

role. The scheme required a huge amount of 

collaborative work to develop, and is now run for 

the company across the entire country, ranging 

from Western Australia to the Sunshine Coast. Its 

rollout has benefited a huge portion of Goodline’s 
workforce, proving highly successful in educating 

employees in their own version of a supervisory 

leadership development program. There is no doubt 

in Mr. Beasley’s mind of the worth of projects such 

as GOLD: “It’s been a fantastic outcome for us as 

well as Goodline,” he says.

The first step during interactions with any new 
client is to work closely with them and establish an 

understanding of the unique requirements for the 

job, or as Mr. Jones puts it, “to work with them to 

define the difference between what they want and 
what they actually need.” Often a client will approach 

with a view that has evolved from an experience or a 

stakeholder or shareholder claim or requirement, or 

an expectation to display a sense of due diligence 

or governance, and it is ASTRA’s job to be clear 

about the outputs and the deliverables, to make 

sure that the process and schedule for completion 

is right for the client’s needs. “Sometimes,” he says, 

“very often, we can offer a client a more effective 

solution to provide them what they need rather than 

just accepting what they want.” The main concern is 

always that the client goes away satisfied with both 
the process and the outcome. 

In a struggling economy, ASTRA is always concerned 

with providing cost effective solutions. The company 

is currently developing plans for an initiative to 

provide its clients with access to quality contract 

professionals. In response to the broad spectrum of 

people recognised in their field through experience 
and qualifications, and the need in the current 
financial climate to get the most out of contracts 
and employees, ASTRA’s proposal is for its client 

organisations to have flexible access on an ‘as 
needs’ basis, rather than employing full time persons 

in varying disciplines. The initiative has already 

proven very popular, and represents a huge money 

saver for companies needing to tighten their belts, 

as well as providing an accessible and professional 

problem solving service.

Versatility

The mining sector in Australia has been very good to 

ASTRA over the years, but it is by no means the limit 

to the company’s professional scope. Much of the 

work the company has been involved in over the last 

decade has been peripheral to mining, such as its 

work with a number of Port Authorities, with regard 

to construction, commissioning and operation of 

infrastructure. There is a big difference in the cultures 

between industries and what is required in terms of 

industry specific compliance. ASTRA’s achievements 
outside of the mining sector range from assisting 

flour milling companies and supermarket chains, to 
work undertaken on main roads and in conjunction 

with Queensland Health. 

Mr. Jones is keen to make the point that ASTRA’s 

work stretches far beyond mining, an area for 

which they are renown. “We’ve also done a lot 

of work in the water infrastructure industry here 

in Queensland,” he says, “in terms of pipeline, 

Goodline GOLD program participants, working 
together as a close-knit group
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construction, infrastructure commissioning, auditing 

on behalf of the government, auditing on behalf of the 

client. So, our business profile is much greater than 
mining.” ASTRA’s area of expertise is best described 

as the resource sector, and is likewise not limited 

to the bounds of Australia. “I’ve just come back 

from ten months in Senegal,” Mr. Jones continues, 

“commissioning and setting up the operation of the 

largest sand mine in the world. We do a lot, in a lot 

of different areas.”

“The services we provide are translatable across 

any industry,” Mr. Beasley adds. “People need to be 

safe no matter whether they’re working in a hospital, 

or a food processing factory, or a mining site, or a 

space launch program. They all need some form of 

instruction and training.” It should be of little surprise 

therefore to see the company making the move 

into Local Government, a shift that came about 

through its work with the Isaac Regional Council in 

Queensland. 

ASTRA were drafted in to help the Council understand 

the safety culture, and to ensure compliance with 

their own Safety Management System, as well as 

tightening up understanding of its obligations under 

the harmonised Work Health and Safety Act and 

accompanying regulations. In effect, the shift across 

industries creates few problems for ASTRA to adapt 

and provide quality services; Local Government 

is similar to mining in that all bodies need to meet 

professional obligations, no matter which legislation 

it is working under. 

The focus for ASTRA has always been on helping 

clients provide safe systems, equipment and places 

of work. “We all have obligations,” Mr. Beasley says. 

“So, a lot of what we do is about helping people 

to translate that into everyday activities… to relay 

that from just a piece of paper… it’s that cognitive 

belief in being safe, rather than because they have 

an obligation to be safe. That’s a good challenge for 

us to face.” 

With the aid of some specialised professionals, 

and through the use of internalised resources, 

the company has recently developed its own 

Trademarked behavioral-based safety program to 

help clients embrace a change of belief system in the 

importance of health and safety beyond compliance. 

This program is available for clients to immediately 

rollout to initiate such an important change in 

thinking. 

Professional Affiliations
The ASTRA business model and reputation have 

created a platform for sustained growth, both 

within Australia and at an international level.  This 

has resulted in establishing working partnerships 

Para planks – Another Goodline GOLD program 
attempting the ‘Ford Crossing’ activity
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Members of the Goodline workforce 
participating in the ‘Ford Crossing’ 
activity as part of the GOLD program 
(Goodline Organisational Leadership 
Development) program
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with other entities recognised for their products and 

service excellence. Most notably these include the 

Palisade Corporation out of New York, the University 

of Southern Queensland (USQ) and Celemi based 

out of Sweden.

Through an ongoing arrangement with the Palisade 

Corporation, ASTRA is authorised to utilise the 

proprietary ‘@RISK’ software for short course 

introductions in the use of Monte Carlo simulation 

and probability analysis.

In 2014, ASTRA established a formal arrangement 

with USQ to create a simplified access and entry 
model that encourages and promotes access to 

higher education.  The Graduate Certificate, Masters 
and Doctoral programs in the Professional Studies 

pathway are tailor-made for those who wish to 

gain recognition for specific studies and projects 
undertaken in their workplace environment that result 

in a university qualification. A unique development 
opportunity for busy professionals, these pathways 

will open up opportunities for many people to access 

and complete higher education in a more simplified 
manner. The qualifications cater for individual 
specialisations given that the university programs are 

very much focused on the role and responsibilities’ 

of the entrants’ workplace experience and current 

project work. 

Learning Solutions Company Celemi offers a wide 

range of innovative and stimulating scenario-based 

leadership, problem solving, decision-making 

and business acumen training programs. These 

programs have been delivered worldwide to many 

market sector leaders and recognised blue chip 

organisations, with over 3.8 million people having 

completed their programs since 1985. ASTRA has 

just been recognised by Celemi as a preferred facilitator 

of its programs across Australia, New Zealand and 

the Philippines. This is a further example of how 

ASTRA’s relationships with high profile organisations 
of international standing adds greater depth to its 

existing, and extensive, supply chain capability for the 

delivery of leadership, safety, risk management and 

training related services.

It is clear that the two men at the head of ASTRA 

Group Services are first and foremost innovators. 
It is not enough for them to merely provide simple, 

tried-and-tested solutions to clients, but the role of 

the company encourages outside-of-the-box thinking 

to achieve outstanding results and foster excellent 

company-client relations. Mr. Beasley tells us how they 

are often in the position of over-delivering to clients, 

taking huge pride in providing a memorable product. 

“Sometimes our clients are quite surprised by the 

depth and capability of what we can provide to them 

as a complete end-to-end solution.” In this respect, 

the company takes great pride in the knowledge and 

performance of all staff, and the unique synergy it is 

able to offer its clients.

The backbone to ASTRA is the dynamic and broadly 

skilled work team of professionals that rise up to 

any and all challenges. The team has been together 

through many great successes, all of which are 

attributable to their input, buy-in and commitment 

to excellence. The success of the company has 

been helped no end by the broad range of clients 

and sectors ASTRA has been involved with; as Mr. 

Beasley admits: “It’s not really anything that’s special 

that we do for any one particular industry, we do it for 

a lot of industries, and we really enjoy what we do, 

because what we do, we do well.”

Anthony Beasley and Professor Jan Thomas (USQ Vice Chancellor) signing MoU providing a pathway from VET 
to higher education
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